
 

 

Parameter function of NVR 

Note：Only the NVR connect IPC by NETIP, will NVR has this function. 

1. Go to System->IPC param. To check this function 

 

2. The meaning of all parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Name Range Default Parameter Meaning 

Exposure mode 

 

If you choose AUTO, 

it will automatic 

adjust between 

0.256-65.536ms to 

suitable different 

scenes. 

1/50=0.02s=20ms,the 

exposure time more 

longer, the image more 

brighter. 

AE reference 0-100 50 Only set exposure mode 

as AUTO, this one can 

be configured. 

daynightmode 

 

Automatic, the 

image can be color 

or B&W depending 

on the light. 

Color: the image will 

always be color; 

B&W: the image will 

always be B&W; 

IR_CUT 

 

IR Synchronous 

Switch, switch by 

condition of IR light 

Auto switch, switch by 

the condition of 

Camera. 

Image Style 

 

Style 2 Style 1:suppress the 

strong light 

Style 3:the suppress will 

be stronger 

Profiles 

 

Aoutomatic  

ICR Threshold 0-100 30 The threshold of switch 

the day/night mode. 

BLC  Disable Black Light 

Compensation 

AE Sensitivity 1-10 5 If the camera need to be 

adjusted to adapt to the 

new environment 

depending the light 

change. The higher the 

sensitivity, the switch 

will be faster. 

Auto Iris  Disable Only work when the 



 

 

camera has auto iris 

function. 

Automatic Gain Upper limit 0-100 Enable  

Upper limit=50 

Enable in low 

illumination will 

improve the image 

brightness. 

WDR Upper limit 0-100 Disable  

Upper limit=50 

See the comparison of 

brightest and darkest 

part of image clearly. 

Defogging Grade=50 Disable  

Corridor mode  Disable  

Slow shutter 

 

weak Longer the exposure 

time 

DayNTLevel 

 

3 3D Noise Reduction 

level in color image. 

NightNTLevel 

 

3 3D Noise Reduction 

level in B&W image. 

Anti-flicker  Disable Enable when the light 

came from fluorescent, 

can remove stripe. For 

PAL it only works with 

50 Hz light; For NTSC it 

works with 60Hz light. 

IR Swap  Disable If the image is reddish 

or green, you can 

enable it to fix. 

 


